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Abstract 
This thesis presents a general description of approaches to energy efficient building development 
under Chinese contexts. The purpose of the work is to discuss how Chinese building development 
can be approved from an energy saving perspective. 

Building development is a complicated process that relates to many stakeholders’ interests. The 
developed countries have studied in this field extensively for several decades. Generally, the 
approaches to energy saving can be set at three levels: administration, construction industry and 
architectural design. More new strict codes for energy efficient buildings are being issued for 
enforcement. At the same time, many research institutes have developed Building Environmental 
Assessment (BEA) methods, where energy efficiency is an important factor in the models. Various 
technical solutions for energy efficiency are developed as well. 

The administrative approaches are not the main objective discussed in the thesis, though the 
importance of them is undeniable. BEA systems are not only assessment methods, but also market-
based stimulating approaches for sustainability of construction market. Technical methods have 
been developed for a long period. Passive House and Low Exergy (LowEx) Systems are two 
representative examples in European countries. 

All of these approaches are relatively unfamiliar to Chinese architects and developers, let alone their 
effect and applicability. The thesis tries to analyse this situation and their applicability within 
Chinese context. 

In China to a certain project, the importance of technical issues is relatively recognized. However, a 
few successful individual cases in technique can not change the reality that most of new building 
development has failed in energy efficiency in China. This is a serious situation when China is in an 
enormous expansion phase in building new houses. The thesis tries to discuss the reasons for this 
phenomenon. One reason could be that the stakeholders in the developing process are not aware of 
the importance of collaboration which is the only method to get “Both Win” according to Game 
theory. The thesis discusses a paradigm to replace two traditional linear paradigms in building 
developing process. Architects should act as coordinators of different stakeholders rather than 
technical supporters. 

The thesis tries to discuss the propositional route of developing energy efficient buildings. 
Technical approaches are basic research, which presents the concepts that have been proved 
realizable; BEA encourages developers to develop more energy efficient buildings for economic 
benefit, which will make good demonstrations for whole market; national laws and policies are final 
approaches, which ensure that every project will have good performance of energy efficiency. 
When the old standardization and legislation are finished, a new cycle will begin with more 
advanced techniques. 

China government has started the progress to enhance energy efficiency. However, this process will 
be tough and slow. The thesis discusses Chinese special conditions and the problems that cry out for 
solution in the future. 

 

 

Keywords: Energy efficiency, China, Passive House, Low Exergy system, Built Environmental 
Assessment, LCA, Swedish housing, Hammarby Sjöstad, Eco-village, Game theory, System theory, 
Soft Systems Methodology 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 
With the development of the world economy, the situation of Energy Crisis and Environmental 
Impact is serious. During the past years, crude oil soared to new records one after another (Financial 
Times, 2007). The high energy consumption and climate change due to globe warming are being 
big challenges to human being’s development. 

More than thirty percent of primary energy, mostly is from fossil fuel, is consumed by non-
industrial buildings, including houses, offices, schools, hospitals and so on (Anink et al. 1996). In 
recent years, the situation of electrical shortage is becoming more serious in Chinese developed 
areas1 (Chongqing Economic News, 2004). It demands immediate action to develop energy efficient 
buildings to reduce consumption.   

Many developed countries have been leading the forefront in the energy efficient buildings’ 
development. Technical measures to increase building’s energy saving performance have been 
developed for a long time. Performance Rating Systems and Tools for Sustainable Building Design 
have been well developed in many countries since early 1990s. Integrated methods (or toolboxes) 
for sustainable community planning were also developed. China, as the biggest building market 
now, is eager to apply their experiences in Chinese development. 

1.2 China’s situation 
Chinese Economic Reform began in 1978. It tried to convert Chinese planned economy into market 
economy. It was a little similar to Swedish deregulation in the late 1990s (Silveira, 2001). After 
rapid development, China is facing problem of energy shortage in recent years. The increase of 
people’s living performance needs more energy, which is one of the reasons leading to the 
electricity shortage in recent summers. 

China has a population of more than 1.3 billion which is close to one fifth of world population. 
Though the energy consumption per capita is relative low, a little increasing will lead to a large 
number in the whole country. Before the reform only one tenth of Chinese people were living in 
cities, but today near a half of the population is living in cities and still more people will migrate 
from rural areas to urban areas. The process of urbanization will obviously increase the energy 
demands as well. 

China has a vast territory (9,600,000 km²) which is close to whole Europe (10,160,000 km²). There 
are five thermal design zones in China: Extremely cold zone (the northeast area), Cold zone (the 
north area), Hot summer and cold winter zone (the central area), Hot summer and warm winter zone 
(the south area), and Warm zone (the southwest area) (Figure 1). Different zones have different 
thermal requirements: in the extremely cold and cold zone heat preservation and heating are the 
main problems; in hot summer zone ventilation and cooling are the main problems; and in warm 
zone active adjustments are taken no account of generally. On the whole, China is subject to strong 
monsoon climate and most of the areas are under the impacts of the south-eastern and south-western 
monsoons, which makes the south China hot and wet and the north China cold and dry (Ministry of 
Water Resources of China, 2004). It is very different from Europe’s ocean climate, wet and warm. 
No a general paradigm can meet all requirements of different areas in China. Europe’s experience of 

                                                      

1 In Chongqing, a big city in the south, air-conditionings have been increased from 0.08 per family in 1993 to 1.11 per 
family in 2004, which consumed more than 1000kWh electricity per family in summer. The top capacity of Chinese air-
conditionings is 45,000MW in 2003, which is equal to 2.5 times of the installed capacity of the Three Gorges Dam (world 
biggest dam) when it was completed. As the current trend, the top capacity of air-conditionings is equal to 10 times of the 
full capacity of the Three Gorges Dam in 2020. 
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energy efficient building should be analysed, classified and adjusted to fit Chinese different 
climates. 

 
Figure 1. Thermal design zones of China (Source: Code for design of civil buildings, GB 50352-
2005) 

To deal with this challenge, Chinese government mapped out the 11th Five-Year Plan (2006 - 2010), 
which laid out a roadmap for China’s sustainable development. Energy efficiency is an important 
sector in the plan. Ten energy-saving programmes were presented: high energy efficient boiler; 
regional combined heat and power (CHP); utilization of industrial waste heat; substitute for oil; 
energy efficiency of electrical systems; energy efficiency of power systems; energy efficiency of 
buildings; energy efficiency of illuminations; energy efficiency in governmental offices; 
establishment of inspecting systems and technical support systems for energy efficiency (State 
Council of China, 2006). 

Though the government has identified the policy of energy efficiency, it has less power to guide the 
building markets like several decades ago. Before 1978, almost all buildings were planned, invested 
and constructed by the states. Today, most of Chinese housing development is operated under 
market-based principles and all kinds of capitals, most of them private, are participating in Chinese 
real estate market. During the past decade, the investment in residential buildings increased rapidly 
(Figure 2). 
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Figure 2. Annual Chinese Investment in Residential Buildings, 1 Chinese Yuan ≈ 1/8 US Dollar 
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Initially, the investors tried their best to grasp more benefits in spite of other responsibility. With the 
early crazy atmosphere slowly calming down and the energy crisis gradually appeared, Chinese 
authorities, developers, architects, and consumers began to be aware of the importance of energy 
efficiency. However, they have few experiences in these areas. The preliminary rules of building 
markets have just been established but far from perfection, which makes the situation more complex: 
on one hand, the government needs investors to build more buildings to solve housing problem; on 
the other hand, the large-scale low-standard development will induce higher environmental impact 
and energy pressure. Hence it is necessary to study the experiences of industrialized countries. 

1.3 Aim and objectives 
The overall aim of this thesis is to contribute to improve energy efficiency of building development 
in China. Four specific objectives have been identified for achieving the aim: 

1. Analyse the factors that will influence Chinese energy efficient building development. Create 
brief approaches to improve the energy consumption performance of new building development. 

A brief summary of the strategies to promote energy efficient buildings can be found under section 
3.1. For more detailed information relevant to this objective can be found in Paper I. 

2. What technical measures contribute to an improved energy consumption performance in a 
building development? Which technical models are suitable for Chinese situation? 

Information relevant to objective 2 can be found under section 3.2. More comprehensive text can be 
found in Paper II. 

3. Analyse current most widely used Building Environmental Assessment methods and the trends of 
their future development. 

Contents about the analysis of BEA methods can be found under section 3.3. More detailed 
discussion can be found in Paper III. 

4. Compare two paradigms of housing development. How does house price raise influence the 
distribution of the energy efficient building in market? Analyse the relationship between cost and 
benefit of the energy efficient building development. Present more reasonable paradigm of housing 
development based on Game Theory. 

Descriptions of objective 4 can be found in section 3.4 and in the discussion chapter 5. A more 
complete text can be found in Paper IV. 

The target audience of the research and therefore this thesis is, except for other researchers (within 
several scientific fields e.g. architecture, building science and urban planning), city planners, 
contractors, developers and consultants interested in the energy consumption performance of the 
building development. The reader is assumed to have a basic knowledge in architecture, civil 
engineering and urban planning. 
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2 Research methodology 
The purpose of this research is to look at Chinese problems with the add of industrialized countries’ 
experiences. Thus case study is the first step of the research. Many cases of energy efficient 
buildings have been developed in European countries, as well as many methods and theories for 
energy efficiency. By case study the research tries to analyzes and compare the advantages and 
shortcomings of them as the bases for discussion of the applicability to China’s situation. The 
research compares Hammarby Sjöstad and Eco-village, two representative cases of sustainable 
housing development in Sweden. Three most widely used BEA methods are also analyzed during 
the research process. These cases provided many experiences to the further research. 

Systems analysis and system thinking are another important methodology used in the research. 
Systems methodology is not a new theory, but it is unfamiliar to architects. Traditionally, architects 
are accustomed to personal work and their aesthetic and technical world. They consider buildings as 
their artworks. Architects’ opinion represents one side of buildings. On the other side, a building 
project is a system. A residential community, composed with some projects, is a bigger system. The 
whole national building market is a much bigger system. Modern buildings, especially large-scale 
projects, are so complicated that they are difficult to be grasped by one architect using traditional 
architectural methodology. The system thinking is helpful to architects to identify their roles and 
strategies in the systems. 

The research generally includes three processes: definitions, analysis, and proposals. Firstly, the 
boundary of the system should be defined. There are different sizes of systems when we try to 
discuss about the energy efficient building development, from a single project to the whole building 
market. Hence methods for energy efficient building development are discussed at different level 
respectively. To a single building project, the discussed range is limited in building developers, 
customers, and designers, basically are direct stakeholders. To the whole market, administrations 
and other social institutions are added in the system boundary. Most of them are indirect 
stakeholders. Secondly, the factors of systems that influence the energy efficient building 
development and their relationship are analyzed. The factors may be technical, economic, or social. 
In a system, each factor has its special effect to promote energy efficiency, or not. Finally, aimed at 
the result of analysis, the proposals to energy efficient building development in China are presented. 
The positive factors should be enhanced, and negative factors should be reduced by the rational 
approaches. 

In addition to the theoretical research, the implementation of approaches is also schemed in the 
further research works. Then a cycle from case to theory to practice is perfected. The simplex 
theoretical research that lack of practice is always flawed. 
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3 Theoretical framework 

3.1 Classification of approaches 
To promote energy efficient building development many approaches have been developed at three 
levels: administration, building industry and architectural design (Figure 3). Due to the uncertainties 
in energy supply and concern over the risk of global warming, many countries have introduced 
target values for reducing energy consumption in buildings. New strict codes for energy efficient 
buildings are issued for enforcement (ECBCS). At the same time, many research institutes 
developed Building Environmental Assessment (BEA) methods, where energy efficiency is an 
important factor. Various technical solutions for energy efficiency are developed as well. In many 
European countries, a series of measures was developed to minimize energy consumption. 

 
Figure 3. Three sets of approaches to promote energy efficient buildings. 

The importance of codes and laws is undeniable. However, standardization and legislation are 
relatively slow processes. Today, administrative methods are replaced by market methods in the 
background of deregulation and globalization. In a short term, market and technical methods can 
solve problems quicker, but in a long term, national laws and policies have more deeply effect to 
change the situation of building markets throughout the whole country of China. 

BEA systems are not only assessment methods, but they are also market-based stimulating 
approaches for sustainability of construction market. The first BEA method, BREEAM (BRE 
Environmental Assessment Method), was launched in 1990. They are still being developed and the 
importance of them will be widely recognized by the society (BREEAM). Another famous BEA 
system, USGBC's Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design rating system (LEED), has not 
been developed for several years either, but its developing speed is also fast (USGBC). BEA 
systems developed so successful not only for their scientific characters, more over for they meet the 
requirements of building market. 

Technical methods for energy efficiency have been developed for a long period. The evolution 
process of passive energy conservation has emerged with the human civilization for hundreds of 
years. The capability of building envelope increased continuously with the development of material 
science and construction technologies. More and more advanced scientific models and technical 
measures have been developed nowadays, which provide more choices to architects for energy 
efficiency design. Passive House and Low Exergy (LowEx) Systems are two representative 
methods in European countries. These approaches are strange to architects and developers in the 
developing countries, let alone their effect and applicability. 

The thesis classifies all discussed energy efficient approaches into technical, economic and social 
types according to their properties, ranges and objects (Table 1). Technical methods solve concrete 
problems for individual project; social methods solve systematic problems for whole society; and 
economic methods are in between them. Technical methods are physical and instant methods, for 
instance, energy saving lamp, heat pump, or district heating. Social methods are mental and long-
term, for instance, national energy policy, education, or standards for energy performance of 
buildings. The division of the three types is not very strict. Most approaches are mixture of all three 
aspects. For instance, China’s “Design standard for energy efficiency of residential buildings in Hot 

Laws and Policies 

Building Environmental Assessment 

Technical methods 

Social aspects – Administration 

Economic aspects – Building industry 

Technical aspects – Architectural design 
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Summer and Cold Winter Zone” also rules shape coefficients2 (Ministry of Construction of P.R. 
China, 2001). Here all discussed approaches are classified into one of three types based on their 
main contents. It is for the sake of the thesis structure, and does not mean that one approach belongs 
strictly to a certain method. 

Table 1. The criteria to be classified of three methods 

 Property Range Object  
Social methods Soft Whole society Systematic problem Mental 

Economic methods ↓↑ ↓↑ ↓↑ ↓↑ 
Technical methods Hard Individual case Single problem Physical 

3.2 Social concepts and methods 

3.2.1 Game theory 

Encyclopedia Britannica (2007) defines Game theory: it is a branch of applied mathematics that 
provides tools for analyzing situations in which parties, called players, make decisions that are 
interdependent. In every game, a decision of one player will influence other players. So Game 
theory studies strategic interactions instead of stable situations (Stanford Encyclopedia of 
Philosophy, 2006). Since it was established in the 1940s, it has been applied in many diverse 
academic fields, ranging from economy, biology and psychology to sociology and philosophy. 

In 1944, the book “Theory of Games and Economic Behavior” by John von Neumann and Oskar 
Morgenstern indicated the establishment of game theory. The book discussed the method for 
finding optimal solutions for zero-sum and cooperative games, such as gambling and time bargain. 
In 1950, John Nash developed a definition of an “optimum” strategy for multiplayer games, known 
as famous “Nash equilibrium” (Wikipedia, Game theory). According to his theory, what every 
player wants to do is to make his interests maximum, but the absolute rational self-interest may hurt 
everyone. In a non-zero-sum game, total reward (the sum of the reward received by the two players) 
would be greater if two players cooperate (Wikipedia, Prisoner's dilemma3). However, players are 
usually absolutely selfish, unless there is interference from external power, for instance national 
laws or codes. So it is seldom to get the result of “both win” in the real world. The usually result is 
that the Nash’s game theory is so general that can explain most phenomena, which usually are non-
cooperative games in the real world (Lucas, 1981). 

Although similar to decision theory, game theory studies decisions that are made in an environment 
where various players interact. In other words, game theory studies choice of optimal behavior 
when costs and benefits of each option are not fixed, but depend upon the choices of other 
individuals. A building project is a game that many stakeholders participate in. Game theory may 
contribute to the rationalization of building development process and guide which one should act 
which role. 

 

                                                      
2 Shape coefficient is ratio of exterior surface to floor area. The smaller it is, the energy loss area is less and the energy 
efficiency is higher. Hence control shape coefficient is a basic technical method for energy efficiency in an architectural 
design. China’s “Design standard for energy efficiency of residential buildings in Hot Summer and Cold Winter Zone” 
4.0.3 rules shape coefficients of rectangular buildings can not over 0.35 and shape coefficients of punctual buildings can 
not over 0.4. 
3  “Prisoner's dilemma” is a famous model of non-zero-sum game. There are two accused persons. They are being 
interrogated separately and do not know what the other is saying. If one pleads not guilty and the other person confesses, 
one will stay in jail for 10 years, and the other one will be released. If they both plead not guilty, they will both receive a 
sentence of one year. If both plead guilty, they will both receive a sentence of five years. Obviously, pleading guilty is the 
most rational choice to each of them, whether the other one pleads guilty or pleads not guilty. Consequently, both of them 
have to stay in jail for five years. Although the best result to the system is they both have a one-year sentence, it is 
impossible in practice. 
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3.2.2 Soft Systems Methodology 

Systems theory was proposed by biologist Ludwig von Bertalanffy in 1936, which was later called 
General System Theory (Wikipedia, Systems theory). It is one of the most important theories 
established during the 20th century. It is successful in solving many structural problems, such as 
railway schedule and mass production management. However, General System Theory is difficult 
to be used in solving unstructured problems, such as social problems. It is because traditional 
systems theory is Hard Systems Methodology, which considers that the raw world is structured and 
mechanical. Humans can identify the rules of this world and use them in practice. However, there 
are so many indefinite factors in the human world that makes traditional engineering weak in areas 
such as social, cultural, educational, health issues and management. The Soft Systems Thinking 
presents a different thinking mode which does not consider the world to be mechanical and can be 
absolutely controlled by humans. However, humans can influence and organize the world by using 
limited, internalized actions, which are iterative process of interaction and communication between 
problem solver or manager and real world problem situation, rather than a result (Checkland, 1999). 

Stakeholders related to a building development also form a social system. Soft Systems 
Methodology can be used in the project management. 

3.2.3 Provider paradigm and support paradigm 

In the book entitled “Housing without houses (1991)”, Nabeel Hamdi defines the public mass 
housing strategy as typical for the “provider paradigm”. The opposite of this principle is called 
“support paradigm” or “enablement strategy”. The first one is the providers, mostly governments 
and corporations that produce houses to inhabitants as the mass producing principles: centralised, 
standardized, industrialized, and instant. Generally, the inhabitants have little choices and they may 
not influence the building designs as they wish. But the last one is different. It is the supporters to 
do most jobs by themselves. Therefore, the principles of this paradigm are: decentralised, varied, 
handmade, and incremental. According to this principle the state should support local resources, and 
not produce ready-made houses (Vestbro, 2004b). 

In provider paradigm, the public consideration has to be in the first place to ensure the project’s 
achievement, and the developers, architects and inhabitants will also affect the project from their 
perspectives. The city administrations may use the project to renew the old industrial area and solve 
the city’s dwelling problems; the developers may focus on more commercial benefits; the architects 
may see the buildings with high aesthetic and technical values; and the inhabitants may care for the 
good living conditions, public transports, services such as education and markets, and prices of 
course. In support paradigm, the residents’ environmental and living ideas are the first to be 
considered. But their plans would be restricted by construction companies. 

Whether in the provider paradigm or in the support paradigm, the architects are responsible for one 
client: developers or inhabitants. The housing development is a linear and one-way process. In these 
situations, the architects are only responsible for clients. The figure 4 illustrates the process of the 
two paradigms. In the linear system architects’ initial design usually cannot be carried out 
thoroughly because they have to make compromise with their clients.  
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Figure 4. Two paradigms in housing development. 

To change the present situations of energy efficient buildings, the systematic developing strategy is 
an alternative. In a liner system, architects are only responsible to their clients. In a systematic 
developing system, all the stakeholders have to be engaged in the design of the buildings. The 
architects should provide an integrated solution to various stakeholders and accept their comments. 
The design is an interactive and two-way process rather than a result. With the systematic 
developing strategies, the energy saving technologies can be applied in an optimized manner. In 
traditional conditions, architects act as the roles of technical support; in systematic conditions, 
architects should act as a coordinator of different stakeholders (Figure 5). “Architects work at many 
levels and may influence the development process.” (Szokolay 2004, page 234) They must be 
responsible for the cooperation among stakeholders. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Linear developing process (a) and systematic developing process (b). 

3.2.4 Standardization and legislation 

One reason that energy efficient buildings were not implemented widely in China is the lack of 
mandatory regulations. We can compare with the EU automobile emission regulation. The EU 
automobile emission regulation has four levels. In 1992 Euro 1, in 1996 Euro 2, in 2000 Euro 3 and 
in 2005 Euro 4 started to be forcibly implemented in the EU countries (Euro 5 planned in 2010) 
(David et al. 2005). The later standard is stricter than older ones. If there is no EU agenda to limit 
automobile emissions, it is unimaginable that the producers would consciously reduce automobile 
emission level of their productions. 

However, the situation of construction is not exactly like automobiles. Building industry is not 
monopolized by a few manufacturers. Usually construction companies are relatively small-scale, 
and even individual family or one person may build houses. Therefore many stakeholders consider 
constructions as their private issues and they have the freedom to decide the buildings’ level. 

Stakeholders really have the rights to decide their buildings’ level, but it should be within private 
scope. The buildings may use cheap plaster or expensive stone, but they may also use electricity, 
water and produce solid waste and waste water demands that are supported by municipal 
infrastructures. In these aspects, buildings are the same as automobiles. 

The case of EU automobile emission regulation shows that legislation and standardization is 
important approaches to promote environmental production. Incentive programs are useful to make 
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demonstration and extend the concept, but the availability of them is limited. The comprehensive 
energy efficient building development still relies on administrative methods at last. 

3.3 Economic concepts and methods 

3.3.1 Life Cycle Assessment 

LCA is a technique for assessing the environmental aspects associated with a product over its life 
cycle. It is an integrated “cradle to grave” approach used to assess the environmental performance 
of products and services (ISO 14040, Baumann and Tillman, 2004). Many LCA tools are also 
implemented in building environmental assessment. However, in that they consider buildings as 
industrial products; these tools only examine the raw material and energy issues and cannot 
consider buildings’ social aspects. In the scientific area LCA has been acknowledged as one of the 
most powerful methods, but they are not the main objects discussed in this thesis, instead so-called 
“criteria-based BEA” methods (Assefa et al. 2006) or “credit-weighting” scale ( Lee et al. 2002) are 
discussed. 

LCA is a robust quantitative assessment method, but it has not been used in large scale for building 
environmental assessment, because of two reasons: conflicts between depth and applicability, and 
the uncertainty due to human behaviour of each unique building, which induces the assessing result 
for one building is useless for other buildings in practice. So LCA tools in construction industry are 
less developed than that in other industries (Scheuer et al. 2002). 

Generally LCA, no doubt, should be classified into a technical method. But the object that this 
paper discusses is LCA for certain building development. Here it is regarded as economic method, 
same with BEA, because its existence cannot be explained by technical reasons but by economic 
reasons. There are more detailed discussions about it in later paragraph. 

3.3.2 Building Environmental Assessment 

Building Environmental Assessment (BEA) is a category of some methods for environmental 
assessment of building environments including indoor climate, single building and building group - 
community. BEA is different of environmental assessment of industrial products. It evaluates not 
only general environmental impact issues such as energy, water, waste, material etc, but also issues 
such as lighting, ventilation, noise, parking etc. related to living performance including occupant 
health and satisfaction. BEA is based on LCA method, thus it has close relationship with LCA. 
Moreover, BEA methods have developed a new approach which was named the Middle Path by 
some researches (Scheuer and Keoleian, 2002). Figure 6 shows different boundaries of LCA and 
BEA. 

 
Figure 6. LCA and BEA - different boundaries. 
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The goal of BEA is to identify and evaluate the environmental impacts of building development and 
operation. On one hand, for a new construction, the conclusion of the assessment could support 
decision making and promote sustainable design and plan. On the other hand, for an existing 
building, an objective assessment is a useful starting point for the identification of disadvantages 
and for reforming design. Whatever the style of the object, these assessments do not determine 
decision making, but they do influence the process.  

Generally, BEA has functions such as: 

• Presenting a set of quantitative environmental measure and evaluating methods for sustainable 
buildings and communities; 

• Promoting official policies and regulations aimed at sustainable construction; 

• Raising consumer awareness of environmental issues and standards; 

• Recognizing and encouraging environmental design for buildings, and stimulating the market 
for sustainable construction; 

• Improving environmental management of the built environment; 

• Forcing the building market to pay more attention to ecological issues. 

3.3.3 Commercialized BEA systems 

Most BEA systems have been commercialized or are being commercialized. There are two reasons: 
BEA certifications are not regulations administered by authorities, and the BEA process generates 
high costs due to the complex steps and necessity for large numbers of professionals. 

There have been many mandatory standards in building industries. If buildings do not meet these 
codes, they are illegal. However, BEA is not a part of mandatory standards. The path that BEA tools 
are taking is more in the nature of industry collaboration: voluntary market-based standards. Many 
BEA organizations are developing incentive programs to extend the implementation of BEAs. For 
instance, at the end of 2003, the Australian Government Department of the Environment and 
Heritage began a process to commercialize National Australian Built Environment Rating System 
(NABERS) and called for Expressions of Interest from suitably resourced, experienced and 
committed organizations to undertake the commercialization phase - including the market rollout, 
promotion, implementation and ongoing administration of NABERS. In August 2004 the 
Sustainable Energy Development Authority of New South Wales was awarded the tender to make 
NABERS a commercial reality (NABERS, 2005). 

Not like political approaches, economic approaches are voluntary. If the first one is a stick, the last 
one is a carrot. The purpose of BEA is not assessment itself, but to promote the ecological building 
development. It works through marketable operation instead of constraint. Hence BEA is be 
classified as a kind of economic approach here. 

3.4 Technical concepts and methods 

3.4.1 Energy consumption of buildings 

The energy consumption of buildings could be discussed in narrow sense or broad sense. 

In narrow sense, energy consumption means the energy that a building consumes during its 
operating period, which usually includes four sectors: space heating and cooling, household 
electricity, ventilation, and hot water. In a general condition, space heating and cooling will 
consume most of the energy and have close relation with building design. Household electricity and 
hot water are both independent systems, whose energy consumption depends on themselves and has 
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less relation with architectural design. Mechanical ventilation consumes the least energy. Therefore 
in more narrow sense, the energy consumption of house mainly means space heating and cooling. 

In broad sense, energy consumption should be discussed in LCA perspective, which should include 
the energy consumption during the whole life cycle of a building, not only in its operating period, 
but also its material production, transportation, construction, and demolition periods. The LCA 
principle has been adapted in most modern environmental assessment methods, as well energy 
consumption assessment. E.g. from a LCA perspective, aluminium is not recommended even if it 
has good physical characteristic, because of its high energy consumption in production phase. 

However, less than 10% of energy is consumed in construction phase and most of energy is 
consumed in the operating phase of the buildings. Hence the article mainly discusses the energy 
consumption in narrow sense. 

3.4.2 Indoor Comfort 

Energy consumption is the external reflection of human activities. If the residents did not use 
heating and cooling facilities, did not use electrical appliances, all buildings would be “energy 
efficient”. Unfortunately, it is impossible in the modern societies, which means indoor comfort is 
the precondition of the energy efficient buildings. Indoor climate includes thermal environment, 
luminous environment, and sonic environment. Above all, thermal environment is the basic factor. 

The human body continuously produces heat by its metabolic processes. This heat must be 
dissipated to the environment, or else the body temperature will increase. The body’s thermal 
balance can be express as: 

M ± Rd ± Cv ± Cd – Ev = ΔS 

Where 

M = metabolic heat production 

Rd = net radiation exchange 

Cv = convection (incl. respiration) 

Cd = conduction 

Ev = evaporation (incl. in respiration) 

ΔS = change in stored heat. 

A condition of equilibrium is that the sum (ΔS) is zero and such equilibrium is a precondition of 
thermal comfort at the 50% RH and less than 0.15m/s airflow speed (Figure 7). However, comfort is 
defined as “the condition of mind that expresses satisfaction with the thermal environment, it 
requires subjective evaluation”. This clearly embraces factors beyond the physical / physiological. 
(Szokolay, 2004) 

 
Figure 7. Heat exchanges of human body. (Source: Szokolay S.V. Introduction to Architectural 
Science, the Basis of Sustainable Design, p16) 
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To keep the indoor fresh air it is necessary to exchange air with outdoor, which is the main function 
of ventilation system (Table 2). 

Table 2. Typical Ventilation Requirements. (Source: Szokolay S.V. Introduction to Architectural 
Science, the Basis of Sustainable Design, p264) 

Function Air changes per hour 
Kitchen, other than domestic 20 
Kitchen, domestic 10 
Laundry, boiler room, operating theatre 15 
Canteen, restaurant, dance hall 10 ~ 15 
Cinema, theatre, lavatory 6 ~ 10 
Bathroom, bank hall, parking station 6 
Office, laboratory 4 ~ 6 
Library 3 ~ 4 
Staircase, corridor (non-domestic) 2 
All other domestic rooms 1 
Air inhaled: at sedentary activity              0.5m3/h 
at heavy work, up to                                  5m3/h 
Limitation: CO2 content, absolute limit     0.5% 
markedly ‘used air” effect                         0.15% 

A problem of ventilation system that should be solved is the thermal loss. The difficulty of house’s 
ventilation system is the building’s small space, which requires a relatively simple system. The 
most rational solution should be ventilation systems with chimney effect instead of large-scale 
central ventilation systems applied in commercial buildings (Figure 8). 

 
Figure 8. Principle of a ventilation system. (Source: City of Hannover, Hannover Kronsberg 
Handbook – Planning and Realisation, p99) 

3.4.3 Passive House 

Comfort and energy conservation are two aspects to describe building characters. They are related 
and restricted each other. In a general logic perspective, to improve the indoor comfort will 
consume more energy. But the energy efficient buildings try to provide the high indoor comfort 
with the low energy consumption. In the last twenty years various so-called “energy saving” 
measures have been conceived, developed, and implemented in building envelope systems and also 
their associated environmental control systems such as lighting, heating, and cooling systems. 
Those measures can be categorised into two groups: those for “passive” systems and those for 
“active” systems (Mia Ala-Juusela, VTT, 2003). 

“Passive” systems are building shell systems using various potentials in the environment such as the 
sun, wind, and others to illuminate, heat, ventilate, and cool the indoor climate. The evolution 
process of passive systems has emerged with the human civilization. The capability of building 
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envelope increased continuously with the development of material science and construction 
technologies. However, the best passive system still has a disadvantage: relying on the surrounding 
natural environment but lack of the ability of active adjustment when the situation may be 
extremely tough. 

“Active” systems are equipments which can adjust the temperature, humidity, air flow, brightness 
and other elements of indoor climate. They may be old fireplaces or modern air conditionings, old 
candles or modern electric bulbs. Whatever, active systems need the external energy to drive. In the 
most occasions, the external energy is fossil fuels. Most of the active systems are independently 
working and do not necessarily work with passive systems. 

Passive systems usually do not consume energy, so they are the total energy efficient systems. 

The term “Passive House” refers to a construction standard, which is a refinement of the Low-
energy House (LEH) standard (Table 3). The main point of LEH standard is that no more than 65 
kw/m² of energy may be used for heating purposes. Application of this standard would reduce the 
consumption of oil for heating purposes from 12-15 litres to 6.5 litres per square metre heated 
(European Commission). To get the LEH standard, the house should have better heat insulation: not 
less than 14cm thickness of insulation material, no heat bridge, windows with double glazing and 
good air tight frames. 

"Passive Houses" are buildings which assure a comfortable indoor climate in summer and in 
winter without needing a conventional heat distribution system (Feist et al. 2001). The heat 
insulation of Passive Houses is so good that the heat radiation from human bodies and house 
appliances can meet the heating requirements. The house heats itself, so it is called “zero-energy 
house” too. For European passive construction, prerequisite to this capability is an annual heating 
requirement that is less than 15 kWh/(m²a), and the combined primary energy consumption of 
living area may not exceed 42kWh/(m²a) for heat, hot water and household electricity. With this as 
a starting point, additional energy requirements may be completely covered using renewable energy 
sources (Passive House). 

Table 3. Technical Index of Passive House (Source: Passive House homepage) 

Requirements Items 
Measure Specification 

Passive solar gain Optimized south-facing glazing Close to 40% contribution to space 
heating demand 

Super-glazing Low-Emissivity triple glazing U-value ≤ 0.75 W/(m²K), solar 
transmission factor ≥ 50% 

Passive solar 
gain 

Super-frames Super-insulated window frames U-value ≤ 0.8 W/(m²K) 
Building shell Superinsulation U-value ca. 0.15 W/(m²K) 
Building element 
junctions 

Thermal-bridge-free construction Ψ (linear thermal transmittance, exterior
dimensions) < 0.01 W/(mK) 

Super-
insulation 

Air-tightness Airtight building envelope less than 0.6 air changes per hour at n50 
Hygienic ventilation Directed air flow through whole 

building; exhaust air extracted 
from damp rooms 

Around 30 m³ per hour and person 

Heat recovery Counterflow air-to-air heat 
exchanger 

Heat transfer efficiency η ≥ 80% 

Latent heat recovery 
from exhaust air 

Compact heat pump unit Max. heat load 10 W/m² 

Combining 
efficient heat 
recovery with 
supplementary 
supply air 
heating 

Subsoil heat exchanger Fresh air preheating Fresh air temperature ≥ 8°C 
Electric efficiency means efficient 
appliances 

Through fitting the Passive Houses with efficient household appliances, hot 
water connections for washing machines and dishwashers, airing cabinets 
and compact fluorescent lamps, electricity consumption is also slashed – by 
50% compared to the average housing stock, without any loss of comfort or 
convenience. 

Meeting the remaining energy demand 
with renewable 

Cost-optimized solar thermal systems should meet about 40–60% of the 
entire low-temperature heat demand. Over the annual balance, the 
remaining energy consumption (for space heating, domestic hot water and 
household electricity) is offset completely by renewable sources. 
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Advantages of Passive House 

• Low primary energy consumption. 

• Simple concept. 

• Developed constructions and productions.  

Shortcomings of Passive House 

• Difficult to obtain the highest indoor comfort. 

• High costs for buildings. 

3.4.4 Low Exergy Systems 

The active systems need energy to drive. Energy can be grouped into two kinds: low valued energy 
and high valued energy. 

Exergy is a kind of energy that is entirely convertible into other types of energy (Ala-Juusela, 2003). 
High valued energy such as electricity and mechanical workload consists of pure exergy. Low 
valued energy has a limited convertibility potential, for instance, heat close to room air temperature. 
Low exergy heating and cooling systems allow the use of low valued energy, which is delivered by 
sustainable energy sources, for instance, by using heat pumps, solar collectors, either separate or 
linked to waste heat, energy storage etc. Common energy carriers like fossil fuels deliver high 
valued energy. Actually, what we talk about is saving exergy, not energy. 

Both a 12V/2.3Ah car-battery and 1 kg water at a temperature of 43 °C in an ambient temperature 
of 20 °C have 100kJ energy. But it is obvious that the battery is more useful, easier to transform into 
something useful for us, than the water. So the battery has more exergy than the water (Ala-Juusela, 
2003). 

High valued energy is easy to be used, but most of them are generated from fossil fuels. Low valued 
energy source is difficult to utilize, but most of them are sustainable, for instance, geothermal 
energy, wind energy, industrial waste energy, etc. Future buildings will be planned to use or to be 
suited to use low valued energy sources for heating and cooling. The development of low 
temperature heating and high temperature cooling systems is a necessary prerequisite for the usage 
of alternative energy sources. 

High valued energy was widely used in heating and cooling because of its high exergy. But high 
temperature heating and low temperature cooling systems also have some problems: the large 
difference in temperature between heat exchangers and air leads indoor temperature inhomogeneous 
in space; the low temperature of cooling system is easy to dew; the facilities and tubes should be 
able to endure high temperature; soft water is preferred to avoid sediment incrustation. The 
development of LowEx systems can exactly solve these problems (Ala-Juusela, 2003). 

LowEx systems use low temperature difference between cooling or heating media and the inside on 
the building. Due to the heating and cooling media temperature is close to the air temperature, the 
indoor temperature is high comfortable and homogeneous, tubes are hardly to incrust or dew, and 
the facilities need not be heat-resistant. The low temperature requirement makes it realistic to utilize 
low valued energy, for instance industrial waste heat, river / lake waters, solar energy, wind energy 
etc. All of them are difficult to be used in general occasions because of their low exergy, but they 
also have a couple of notable advantages: low costs, wide distribution, and eco-friendly. 

LowEx technologies can be grouped into five sets: Surface Heating and Cooling (S), Air Heating 
and Cooling (A), Generation / Conversion of Cold and Heat (G), Thermal Storage (T), and 
Distribution (D) (Ala-Juusela, 2003). The first two sets are more related with architecture design 
while the last three sets are more related with energy subjects. Surface Heating and Cooling is 
applicable to active indoor thermal adjustment and Air Heating and Cooling is applicable to heat 
recovery. Here the Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning (HVAC) systems are not only the 
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accessories of buildings, but also the parts of constructions. So it should be considered during the 
architecture design overall. 

Advantages of LowEx systems 

• High indoor comfort compared with Passive House. 

• Energy efficiency. 

• Wide applicability. 

• Space efficiency. 

Shortcomings of LowEx systems 

• Not more energy efficient than Passive House. 

• Complicated constructions. 

• High costs. 

It should be emphasized that either Passive House or LowEx is not a single technical method, but a 
group of a series of relative technical methods. Both of them include tens of techniques and some of 
them are repeated. 
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4 Proposals 
New technical methods, such as Passive House or LowEx systems, are innovations for current 
buildings. They are usually discussed in academic world, but not more cases are implemented, 
compared with large numbers of new buildings, the much less can get all scientists’ strict criteria. 
However, they are still significant to energy efficient buildings. They present the concepts that have 
been proved realizable. 

The previous paragraph mentions that LCA for building industry is not developed very well because 
of certain building’s uniqueness, which means every concrete assessment is almost meaningless for 
other projects. Each successful building case is so complicated that it is hard to be copied in another 
place. Hence, most rational developers, they are businessmen, will not make environmental 
assessments to their building development only for technical reasons, especially when the nation 
does not make a strict standard for energy efficiency of building development. 

Why LCA for certain building development and BEA are regarded as economic methods? The 
purposes that building developers make assessment is not only they want to know how “green” their 
buildings are, but more important, they want the customers to know how “green” their buildings are. 
Only a certification from the third institution with high reliability, such as LEED, can make the 
customers believe it is true. Then the role of environmental assessment is changing from a simply 
technical feature into an important key point that links the two sides of players in the game of 
building development. It makes the game change from non-cooperative game into cooperative game. 
The role of assessment in the building development game can not be explained from technical 
perspective, but the Game theory can explain it very well.  

BEA is a method that encourages clients to develop more energy efficient buildings for economic 
benefits. BEA acts as an important role in establishing sustainable building markets. Its main 
achievement is making more theoretical models into the realistic development. As optimistic 
inference, with more and more energy efficient building projects certificated, the effects of 
demonstration will influence the whole building market. 

However, when we extend the discussing scope into the whole national building market, the 
situation is becoming more complex than single project. A single project is a game between one 
developer and a couple of customer, but the whole building market is a game between many 
developers and many customers. A developer, as a rational businessman, has to consider the 
consequence of more investment in energy efficiency, which increases the costs and decreases the 
price competitiveness. He must not only persuade customers to trust that his building is good 
enough to the price, but also win the competition with other developers’ low-price buildings with 
low energy efficient performance. The Game theory explains the importance of standardization and 
legislation at the market level. Only under strongly authoritative safeguard, the developers can 
relieve the fear from others cheap buildings, and be absorbed in their own buildings’ performance. 

Laws and codes regulate the basic standards of buildings. Comparing with laws, policies are less 
mandatory, but their effects are still countrywide. In China, a centralized country, not any 
nongovernmental methods can be mentioned in the same level. 

These three sets of methods represented the three phases in the route of developing energy efficient 
buildings: basic research, making demonstrations, and spreading to the whole society. When the old 
standardization and legislation is finished, the new cycle is beginning with more advanced 
techniques. 

Figure 9. The roles of three sets of methods in creating an energy efficient community 

Concepts research Make demonstrations Expand to whole society

Technical methods Building Environmental Assessment Laws and policies 
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5 Summary of appended papers 
Appended papers constitute a theoretical basis for the approaches for Chinese energy efficient 
building development as well as the authors’ practice in Chinese projects. In addition, to the work 
presented here the author has taken an active part in the research at Architectural School, Southeast 
University, China. 

5.1 Paper I 
Gu, ZH., Wang, XJ., Wennersten, R., and Dong, W. (2005) Sustainability Assessment of 
Residential Areas and Sustainable Building Design in China, the 3rd international conference of the 
International Society for Industrial Ecology. 

The purpose of this paper was to present potential ideas to be developed in China based on the 
situation of current sustainability assessment tools and sustainable buildings.  

The paper discussed practical methods for sustainability assessment of residential area in China and 
sustainable building design in China as well as presented ideas to be developed in a Chinese context: 

• Enhance international cooperation and learning process. The Royal Institute of Technology 
and Southeast University in Nanjing have established a center for Eco-Architecture in order to 
promote experience exchange in the area of sustainable community planning.  

• Develop practical assessment methods in a Chinese context. Users should be developers, 
planners, designers, engineers, etc. There should be a flexibility to use them in a whole life cycle 
approach or in a certain life stage of a community or a building. The assessment methods should 
be possible to use in a local or regional context.  

• Accelerate the development of legislation and standardization on sustainable building and 
ecological community development  

• Develop a database for assessment methods and best practice in sustainable architecture and 
community planning  

• Government and regional authorities, as buyers, could serve as initiators to promote 
environmental assessment tools as a real estate management protocol to combine with the market. 
This requires extensive expansion of education of key persons.  

• Involve public participation in impact assessments and develop indicators in the development 
of local sustainability as part of a social learning process.  

The paper presented the framework of strategies for sustainable building development in China. 
Energy efficiency is no doubt a part of them. The further research about the methods for energy 
efficient buildings are based on this framework. 

 

5.2 Paper II 
Gu, ZH., Wennersten, R. (2006) Comparison of Two Methods of Energy Efficient Houses: 
Implemental Discussion in China, Conference Proceedings, 10th international Passive House 
conference. 

This paper describes and compares two representative methods in energy conservation for non-
industrial buildings – Passive House and LowEx System. Passive Houses are buildings which 
assure a comfortable indoor climate in winter without needing a conventional heating system and 
LowEx systems are the heating or cooling systems that allow the use of low valued energy as the 
energy source. Both of them have been applied in the developed countries for several years, but in 
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China, world’s biggest construction market, many concrete problems should be solved in the 
implemental processes. 

The paper summarizes the advantages and shortcomings of them by comparing their characters. 
Furthermore, combined with China’s concrete situations of construction and housing, the applicable 
areas are presented. China has a vast territory and several different climate zones. Passive Houses 
and LowEx systems have their technical problems and cost problems as well. An investigation to 
some customers was presented before a project in Nanjing city, to forecast the market responses of 
them and the developing strategies. 

The conclusions are not simple. Passive Houses are the developing of traditional technologies of 
heat preservation, and LowEx systems are often innovative technologies different from traditional 
HVAC systems. Both of them have particular advantages, but neither of them can meet all 
requirements in the whole Chinese area. Today China’s real estate markets are mass where the 
quantitative issues are more considered than qualitative issues, while the future trend is compact, 
ingenious and high quality. Passive Houses and LowEx systems will support this trend, which 
presents higher demands to Chinese developers, architects and engineers. The combination of 
passive and LowEx technologies can get the ultimate energy efficiency, though it will have the 
highest costs (Figure 10). 

 
Figure 10. The approaches to go to the ultimate energy efficiency. 

 

5.3 Paper III 
Gu, ZH., Wennersten, R., Assefa, G. (2006) Analysis of the most widely used Building 
Environmental Assessment methods, Environmental Sciences September 2006; 3(3): pp. 175 – 192. 

This paper has the objective to give an overview of the present status of most widely used BEA 
methods, as a basis for further research. BEA is a term used for several methods for environmental 
assessment of the building environment. Generally, LCA is an important foundation and part of the 
BEA method, but current BEA methods form more comprehensive tools than LCA. Indicators and 
weight assignments are the two most important factors characterizing BEA. 

From the comparison of the three most widely used BEA methods, EcoHomes (BREEAM for 
residential buildings), LEED-NC and GBTool, it can be seen that BEA methods are shifting from 
ecological, indicator-based scientific systems to more integrated systems covering ecological, social 
and economic categories. Being relatively new methods, current BEA systems are far from perfect 
and are under continuous development. The further development of BEA methods will focus more 
on non-ecological indicators but social indicators, and how to promote implementation. 

Most BEA methods are developed based on regional regulations and LCA methods, but they do not 
attempt to replace these regulations. On the contrary, they try to extend implementation by incentive 
programmes. 
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There are several ways to enhance BEA in the future: expand the studied scope from design levels 
to whole life-cycle levels of constructions, enhance international cooperation, accelerate legislation 
and standardize and develop user-oriented assessment systems. 

5.4 Paper IV 
Gu, ZH., Wennersten, R. (2006) A study about Chinese developing strategies to energy efficient 
housing development in architect’s perspective, combined with Swedish experiences and Game 
Theory, Submitted to Journal of Housing and the Built Environment. 

The energy issue is always an important subject of sustainable housing development. Many energy 
saving techniques have been developed for several years, which can reduce remarkably the 
consumption of primary energy and utilize renewable energy in architectural designs. However, the 
real situation is that the energy efficient buildings were slowly developed during the last decades, 
especially in developing countries.  

The paper compared Hammarby Sjöstad and Eco-village, two representative cases of sustainable 
housing development in Sweden, and summarised them into two paradigms – provider paradigm 
and support paradigm. One is top-down and the other is bottom-up. The article tried to analyze the 
difference between them, especially from energy efficiency perspective. 

The aim of this study is to find the most suitable paradigm for Chinese community development. 
Game theory provides a new methodology that is different from previous considerations. Housing 
development is a game process between diverse stakeholders. All the stakeholders try to choose 
different actions in an attempt to maximize their returns. If the architects and engineers’ proposals 
are not consistent with other stakeholders’ interests, they will have little opportunities to be applied 
in the real projects. The paper presented the systematic developing strategy implemented in an 
energy efficient housing project in Nanjing, China. 
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6 Discussions 

6.1 Chinese special conditions 

6.1.1 A developing country 

China remains a developing country and its industrialization stage and its economic output per 
capita are still quite low (about 1700 USD in 2005, according the IMF’s data). Though the 
economic development was relatively fast during recent years, it was unbalanced. Rich cities, which 
developed fast, are mostly located at east littoral area; vast middle and west area were developing 
slower. 

The unbalanced development induced the class differentiation, which means though almost all 
Chinese families have the wills to pursuit higher living standard, only a small part of them can 
afford it. According to Maslow's hierarchical model of human motivation, the higher needs in the 
hierarchy are expressed only after the needs that are lower down in the pyramid are mainly satisfied. 
Once an individual has past a level, those needs will no longer be prioritized. If a lower set of needs 
is continually unmet, the individual will re-prioritize those needs - dropping down to that level until 
those lower needs are reasonably satisfied (Maslow, 1943). 

Housing is a key issue to human’s basic needs. The first function of a house it to prevent a shield for 
people. After that, aesthetic and ecological features may be considered. Expensive investment is a 
big barrier to green buildings even in industrialized countries, let alone to China, a developing 
country. Therefore, the extremely high-tech is not adapted for most areas in China. The more 
feasible strategy is to find more suitable technologies. 

6.1.2 Large area of construction in a short time 

China is a traditional high-density country. With the fast urbanization, a large number of farmers are 
entering the cities and the cities are more crowded than ever. The number of cities where population 
is more than one million was 113 in 2005 (National Bureau of Statistics of China, 2006). The more 
developed the area, the higher density. In 2005, the floor space of buildings under construction was 
4311.23 million sq.m and completed was 2275.89 million sq.m, which is more than the sum of all 
industrialized countries (National Bureau of Statistics of China, 2006). 

Oil, gas and coal are precious resources, but they at least can be substituted by renewable energy. In 
China another precious resource is land, which is totally un-renewable. Unfortunately, all buildings 
must occupy the land. Small-scale communities need more land area than large-scale communities 
to meet the same requirements. Hence high-density communities will still be the main type in China. 
Large-scale building is positive to energy efficiency but it increases the environmental load per unit 
area too. A large area of new construction in a short time creates a lot of dust, which has been an 
important reason of bad air quality in Chinese cities. “Time is money” used to be a famous slogan at 
the beginning of Chinese economic reform. It is hard to imagine building construction slow and 
elaborate in current China. It is a great challenge to increase the quality and energy performance but 
not delay the building speed. 

6.1.3 Chinese culture is different from western culture 

Chinese culture is a completely different system from western culture. Although whether 
Confucianism is a kind of religion is argued, it deeply affects Chinese people (Creel, 1960). One 
important idea of Confucianism is the Way of the Mean, which is the peak of the learning and 
without it one would be unable to ‘read the book of the world and to discuss the world affairs’ (Yao, 
2000). Chinese proverb “going too far is as bad as not going far enough” is a representation of the 
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middle way. Hence in China intense and extreme actions are not welcome. But the soft and gradual 
progress is deeply rooted among people. 

Chinese people would like to achieve a balance between performance and costs instead of 
extremely high performance at any cost. This Chinese manner displayed in building market is that 
most developers will not develop extreme energy efficient buildings at all costs and most customers 
will not buy too expensive house at any price. The Way of the Mean makes developers’ capital 
more beneficial, but it also makes Chinese lose the opportunity of progress. 

In summary, China is a developing country and has not enough fortune to support the high technical 
methods to be implemented everywhere. Chinese large area of construction retards advanced 
techniques to be implemented in buildings too. Chinese culture also does not encourage the pursuit 
of the best performance. To change these states quickly is not easy. Patience should be a key word 
in the way to promote sustainability in China. 

6.2 Important issues to promote China’s energy efficiency 

6.2.1 Improve technologies suitable for China 

Both Passive House and LowEx technologies are from developed countries. Passive House 
decreases the loss of heat emission by improving building insulation and ventilation system, and 
then decreases the heating energy load. LowEx aims at utilizing low valued energy sources for 
heating and cooling. But there are some problems that should be faced in China. 

(1) To get the extreme thermal performance, more heat insulation material has to be installed. As 
mentioned before, there is not any other country like China that is doing so large scale construction. 
It is difficult to increase the production capacity of material in a short time. 

(2) These technologies need the highest building ability. When the heat insulation performance of 
wall and window is good, the thermal/cold bridge in the jointed position will be more outstanding 
problem. Unfortunately, most of Chinese workers are from farmers without professional education. 
Their building ability is not good enough to reach such higher standard. 

(3) A character of low temperature heating systems and high temperature cooling systems is their 
steady thermal comfort but slow response. When the systems reach the stable situation, the energy 
consumption is low, but the process to get the balance point is relatively long contrast with air-
conditioning systems. The system must be on all day base and all rooms to avoid user’s long 
waiting time. On the contrary, air-conditioning systems can run in any time and room as user’s wish, 
instantly, and this is just the most Chinese inhabitants’ conventional practice. Therefore, the total 
energy consumption of LowEx system may not be less than air-conditioning system in China. 

(4) Ventilation systems of Passive House and LowEx have conflict with Chinese kitchen and 
cooking. Chinese cooking needs strong fire and deep fat that produces a lot of smoke. So ventilation 
should be several times stronger than normal occasion. If the ventilation was increased to meet the 
demand of kitchen, there will be more energy loss. Furthermore, the air has high density dust 
generally in Chinese cities. The dust blends with oil that will contaminate the flue and the cleaning 
is difficult. 

(5) In the energy efficient perspective, central cooling and heating systems are good choices. In a 
multi-storey apartment building, it is difficult to install individual systems for each unit and measure 
the individual energy consumption. In Europe, it is never mind to charge the same heating fee from 
each family, even though the real usage of them may be different. But in China, the monthly or 
annual payment is difficult to be accepted by low income class. 

In a summary, Passive and LowEx technologies have been developed for several years in Europe, 
which proves their availability for energy efficiency. China’s problems should be solved from two 
sides: keep improving those technologies according to concrete situations of China, and absorb 
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Chinese local low-tech building methods in the solution of energy efficiency, such as natural 
ventilation, cave, or house built on stilts. 

6.2.2 Sustainable development needs systems thinking 

As mentioned before, China is a developing country. Chinese people pay much attention to science 
and technology. There is a common saying in China: Grasp mathematic, physics and chemistry, no 
fear through the world. Not only scientists, but also ordinary people, think technology is all-
powerful. Technology is really powerful in concrete cases, but the energy efficiency of whole 
society needs a mechanism that involves all stakeholders in games. The base of this mechanism is 
system thinking. Scientists can assure the success of some single cases only by their efforts. But the 
whole social sustainable development is not only professionals’ work, but also all citizens’ 
responsibility. Technology is important. To establish a system mechanism for energy efficient 
building development is important as well. If this mechanism is not formed, those demonstrated 
cases will always be single cases and they will have no or a little effect on Nation’s sustainable 
development. 

This mechanism should include strategies that have this function: promoting professionals to 
consider more social issues and ordinary people to consider more ecological issues. 

6.2.3 Market transformation and legislation 

Market transformation and legislation represent two faces of this mechanism. Market approaches 
promote the professionals to work beyond pure academic boundaries. Laws and regulations rule the 
lowest standards of developers’ productions. 

BEA systems are architectural professionals’ attempts to extend the energy efficiency in building 
development. LEED rating system has entered in China several years before. Some projects 
achieved LEED certifications and more projects are in the assessing program (USGBC). In fact, 
Chinese building developers reason to apply LEED certifications are not focusing on the 
environment. Their purpose is to promote the distribution of buildings with a high-grad certification. 
That is why all cases are commercial buildings. Besides LEED, China also developed national BEA 
system, which is named “Evaluation Standard for Green Building, GB/T 50378-2006” (2006) and 
the date to put it into effect is June 1, 2006. However, it is the fist step to establish Chinese BEA 
system. So far this standard is only a regulation, but no institution is responsible for the concrete 
works of assessment and certification. There is a long road to walk for Chinese BEA system. 

China has enacted a series of standards and laws for energy efficient buildings: 

• Thermal Design Code for Civil Building, GB 50176-93. Date of put into effect: July 1, 1993; 

• Energy Conservation Design Standard for New Heating Residential Buildings, JGJ 26-95. 
Date of put into effect: July 1, 1996; 

• Technical Code for Renovation of Existing Heating Residential Buildings, JGJ 129-2000. Date 
of put into effect: January 1, 2001; 

• Design Standard for Energy Efficiency of Residential Buildings in Hot Summer and Cold 
Winter Zone, JGJ 134-2001. Date of put into effect: October 1, 2001; 

• Design Standard for Energy Efficiency of Residential Buildings in Hot Summer and Warm 
Winter Zone, JGJ 75-2003. Date of put into effect: October 1, 2003; 

• Code for Design of Heating Ventilation and Air Conditioning, GB 50019-2003. Date of put 
into effect: April 1, 2004; 

•  National Building Energy Design Standard for Public Buildings, GB50189-2005. Date of put 
into effect: July 1, 2005; 
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• Technical code for solar water heating system of civil buildings, GB 50364-2005. Date of put 
into effect: January 1, 2006; 

• Energy Conservation Law. Date of put into effect: January 1, 1998; 

• The Renewable Energy Law. Date of put into effect: January 1, 2006. 

(GB – National Standard, JGJ – Industrial Standard) 

In recent years, China government enhanced the energy efficiency works, including building energy 
efficiency. The high frequency of enacting new standards is the evidence. With the serious energy 
shortage, the more strict regulations will appear continually. 

6.3 Further research 
Energy efficient building is still a new research field for Chinese building designers, planners and 
developers. Here some suggestions are first made concerning further research primarily related to 
the technical and market methods within this area of research. The research will be focused on the 
improvement of Passive and LowEx technologies suitable for China, and how to absorb Chinese 
local low-tech technologies into the solution of energy efficiency for new buildings. More deeply 
case study both in European countries and China is necessary. 

Secondly, suggestion for further research is made concerning the detailed investigation between the 
cost raise and technical measures. A barrier to energy efficient buildings is that developers do not 
confirm how much money they will invest for energy efficiency and how many customers will bear 
the price rising. The investigation for these issues is rare in China. The result of this research may 
be positive to persuade developers to increase the investment for energy efficiency. 

Thirdly, a recommendation for further research is to implement these energy efficient approaches in 
an actual project, which may be a residential community or an office building. Though China is the 
biggest construction country, the practical opportunity to design a real energy efficient building is 
not familiar. During the period of this thesis writing, three projects with energy efficient concepts 
were cancelled one after the other. It needs great effort to get a new project in China. But a finished 
real practice will provide more concrete experience than literal research. So it is absolutely 
necessary to further research. 
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7 Conclusions 
• Passive House and Low Exergy Systems in Buildings represent two directions of energy 
efficient buildings in future. Passive Houses are the stretch of traditional technologies of heat 
preservation, and LowEx systems are much more like innovations, especial many methods to 
utilize renewable energy. In energy efficient issues, Passive House is quantitative change and 
LowEx is qualitative change, though their goals are same. Moreover, we should notice that 
Passive Houses and LowEx systems are not incompatible. The combination of passive and 
LowEx technologies can get the ultimate energy efficiency, though it will have the highest costs. 

• In general perspective, Either Passive House or LowEx systems are good solutions for energy 
efficiency in buildings. However, combined with China’s situations, each technology has its best 
applicability. Moreover, the chosen criteria should not only be technical issues but also economic 
considerations – the developers’ starting points and consumers’ capabilities. Classified discussing 
aiming at different subjects is an effective method to confirm the developing strategies. 

• From the comparison of the three most widely used BEA methods, it can be found that BEA 
methods are shifting from ecological, indicator-based scientific systems to more integrated 
systems covering ecological, social and economic categories. BEA’s methodology is to influence 
sustainable design and then to influence the entire life cycle, which is a type of soft systems 
thinking. Most BEA systems have been commercialized or are being commercialized. 
Commercial operation can stimulate building project teams to consider more environmental 
aspects as certification can increase commercial benefits. There are several obvious ways to 
enhance BEA methods in the future: expanding the scope from the design level to the whole life-
cycle level of constructions; paying more attention to non-ecological indicators and different 
stakeholders’ interests; enhancing international cooperation; accelerating legislation and 
standardization; and developing user-oriented assessment systems. 

• Housing development is a game process between different players. Both the provider paradigm 
and the support paradigm did not get the best energy efficiency. It is difficult to get the goal of 
energy efficiency, if all players make strategies based absolute rational self-interest. The method 
to break Nash equilibrium is to enhance the cooperation between different stakeholders. The 
developing decision makings should involve all the stakeholders in the programmes. Architects 
should act as a key player in this process. 

• In the route of developing energy efficient buildings, technical approaches are basic research, 
which presents the concepts that have been proved realizable; BEA encourages developers to 
develop more energy efficient buildings for economic benefit, which will make good 
demonstrations for whole market; national laws and policies are final approaches, which ensure 
every project must have good performance of energy efficiency. When the standardization and 
legislation is finished, the new cycle will begin with more advanced techniques appear and more 
strict regulation put into effect. 

• The key point to develop more energy efficient buildings is to make the game players 
cooperative. All approaches are important to certain players, but the more important issue is 
making other players know them and recognize them. Only when all players are convinced of the 
values of those approaches, they will be carried out. Otherwise, one player will not insist on his 
contribution by himself. 

• China is a developing country and has not enough fortune to support the high technical 
methods to be implemented everywhere. Chinese large area of construction retards advanced 
techniques implemented in buildings too. Chinese culture also does not encourage the pursuit to 
the best performance. To change these states there is a need for more patience and effort. 
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